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Discrimination and harassment in the workplace affect millions of people across the 

country. One in four women report experiencing sexual harassment at work.1 And 

between 2005 and 2015, women filed 80 percent of the charges of sexual harassment 

received by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).2 Since 2010, more 

than one million workers have filed claims with the EEOC alleging discrimination – based 

on race, religion, sexual orientation and more.3 While civil rights laws prohibit 

discrimination and harassment, we need expanded protections, particularly for workers 

who have been historically excluded from legislation.   

Sen. Patty Murray (D-Wash.) and Reps. Katherine Clark (D-Mass.), Ayanna Pressley (D-

Mass.), Elissa Slotkin (D-Mich.) and Debbie Mucarsel-Powell (D-Fla.) have introduced the 

Bringing an End to Harassment by Enhancing Accountability and Rejecting 

Discrimination (BE HEARD) in the Workplace Act to enhance accountability in the 

workplace and strengthen protections for workers against discrimination and 

harassment.  

What Would the BE HEARD Act Do? 

The BE HEARD Act is a comprehensive approach to protecting workers from 

discrimination and harassment. It will make workplaces safer, especially for women 

workers. Among other things, the Act would: 

Prohibit mandatory arbitration and pre-dispute nondisclosure agreements in 

employment contracts. 

The BE HEARD Act would prohibit pre-dispute nondisclosure agreements and 

mandatory arbitration agreements, bolstering protections for survivors and making 

workplaces more safe. More than one-third of workers in this country are bound by 

nondisclosure agreements.4 More than 60 million workers are subject to mandatory 

arbitration provisions in their employment contracts, most commonly in low-wage jobs 

and disproportionately affecting women workers.5 These provisions chill the reporting of 

harassment and prevent survivors from taking steps to protect themselves and others. 
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Prohibiting the use of these provisions allows for greater transparency and safer 

workplaces. 

Clarify the standard workers must meet to prove discrimination and harassment 

claims in court and extend the statute of limitations for workers to file harassment 

claims with the EEOC. 

Over the years, courts have misapplied the “severe or pervasive” standard used in 

harassment cases, making it incredibly hard for survivors to bring a case forward, much 

less to win. These interpretations have made the standard too high for workers to bring 

their claims, creating yet another deterrent and leaving workers without recourse for 

what they have endured. BE HEARD clarifies the standard and provides factors to help 

determine whether a practice constitutes harassment, allowing for more consistent 

application of the standard and thereby providing survivors with meaningful access to 

justice.     

BE HEARD would also extend the statute of limitations for a worker to file a claim with 

the EEOC. Currently, workers have 180 days or 360 days in some states to file a charge 

of harassment with the EEOC. The Act would extend the statute of limitations to four 

years. Workers may not know what types of behavior constitute discrimination and 

harassment and may only recognize they have been subject to harassment long past 

180 or 360 days. Extending the statute of limitations for reporting a charge will allow 

survivors more time to learn about their rights and how to file a claim with the EEOC. 

Expand workplace protections against discrimination and harassment to all 

workers. 

Currently, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 only protects workers whose employers 

have 15 or more employees from harassment and discrimination. This threshold 

excludes millions of workers from protection, including domestic workers and 

agricultural workers, who already face low wages and sometimes precarious working 

conditions. The Act would eliminate this threshold so that all working people benefit 

from the protections of Title VII, regardless of the size of their employer. Expanding 

these protections to historically excluded workers will make workplaces safer for 

everyone.  

Protect LGBTQ workers. 

In FY 2015, the EEOC received nearly 1,500 claims of workplace discrimination on the 

basis of a worker’s sexual orientation.6 Yet, currently, Title VII does not explicitly and 

clearly protect against sexual harassment or gender identity discrimination and 

harassment.  The BE HEARD Act would provide greater protections for LGBTQ workers, 

clarifying that discrimination on the basis of one’s sexual orientation or gender identity 
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is sex discrimination and unlawful. The Act uses provisions similar to those in the 

Equality Act (H.R.5). 

Eliminate the tipped minimum wage. 

Relying on tips as a primary source of income makes tipped workers – particularly 

women – disproportionately likely to be sexually harassed. Two-thirds of tipped 

restaurant workers are women7 and 90 percent of female restaurant workers report 

experiencing some level of sexual harassment at work.8 These workers withstand 

harassment from managers, customers and other workers for fear of losing out on tips. 

Eliminating the tipped minimum wage would empower workers to report harassment 

without fear of losing income in the form of tips. 

Ensure businesses have resources to prevent discrimination and harassment in the 

workplace. 

Eliminating workplace discrimination and harassment requires employers to change 

workplace culture so that everyone feels safe. The BE HEARD Act would require 

employers with 15 or more employees to adopt and maintain a comprehensive 

harassment and nondiscrimination policy that meets certain standards. It would also 

provide resources to help employers prevent and address harassment and 

discrimination such as model policies and trainings, industry-specific best practices and 

model workplace climate surveys designed by the EEOC. Educating workers at every 

level helps all employees be aware of what constitutes harassment and discrimination. 

This baseline knowledge, along with continued training, allows workers to identify, call 

out and report harassment and discrimination, making the workplace safer for everyone. 

It Is Past Time for the BE HEARD Act 

The BE HEARD Act would provide critical and long overdue changes to the federal 

protections people have from workplace discrimination and harassment. Harassment 

has long lasting effects on a woman’s economic stability and professional trajectory. The 

BE HEARD Act would provide women with more protections when faced with 

harassment at work. Everyone deserves to feel safe at work and the BE HEARD Act 

would be a step towards all workers being treated fairly and with dignity. 
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